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Along with the progress of the micro-electronics 
technology, various types of multi-processor systems have 
been developed experimentally, and various types of 
representations of parallel algorithms have been adopted 
on trial. 
In this paper, we attempt to classify the types of 
parallel algorithms from the viewpoint of the composition 
of actions executable in parallel (we call them parallel 
actions in short). Three types of them are as follows. 
1) the number of parallel actions is known from the 
source program. 
2) some parallel actions are created or deleted depending 
on the execution of one action. 
3) the number of the parallel actions is changeable 
dynamically depending on some processing in the past. 
From this classification we can derive some suggestion 
concerning the programming language suitable to parallel 
algorithms and the multi-processor system being able to 
execute these algorithms. 
Introduction 
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Up to this time many equipments of multi-processor systems are 
developed experimentally. Most of them could be included in the 
class of processor array, each processor of which executes the 
nearly same action for each different set of data. For instance, 
they are practically used in processing the problems with large 
array data, such as numerical solution of the partial differeQtial 
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equation or image data processing. In these cases the parallel 
algorithms could be represented in an extended Fortran type 
programming language. 
But, we know another type of parallel algorithms, in which each 
processor executes different actions in the same instant. In order 
to represent this type of parallel algorithms we introduced the 
condition action linkage form (calf) in Pascal[l]. With calf, we 
can compose an parallel unit as follows. 
para 
? condition-l action-l 
? condition-2 action-2 
? condition-k action-k 
end para ; 
Here, all conditions are evaluated simultaneously and some 
actions whose attached condition is true are executed in parallel. 
To demonstrate the usefulness of calf, we have devised various kinds 
of parallel algorithms and simulated computation process of these 
algorithms in Pascal programs[l]. 
From these instances we could classify the parallel algorithms 
into three types from the viewpoint of the composition of actions 
executable in parallel ("parallel actions") as follows. 
type the number of parallel actions is fixed and known from the 
source program. 
type 2 one parallel action may be created depending on the 
execution of an action, and some parallel actions may be 
deleted at a time. 
type 3 : the number of parallel actions is changeable depending on 
the number of input data or on some processing in the past. 
In this paper, through the classification, we propose an idea of 
the notation suitable to parallel actions, and discuss the problem 
of allocating processor to each action. 
Of course, parallel algorithms could be classified from other 
points of view, such as accessing the shared variables or 
communication among actions. From the different point of view we 
can get the different relation between the programming language and 
the system architecture, and in this paper we put the point of view 
on the change of the number of activated actions and the allocation 
of processor to each action dynamically. 
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2 The type of fixed number of parallel action 
We know the problems to which we are able to set up the parallel 
actins directly. But the conditions attached to each action take 
values depending on the state of the environment, so all actions 
may not always be activated together. 
The simulation program of a logic circuit is a kind of this type. 
An action corresponds to the computation of an output of one logical 
gate or some outputs of one function of an integrated circuit, and 
the condition activating the action corresponds to arrivals of all 
input signals which were newly computed. They must be computed based 
on the unit time of simulation and the delay time of each gate. 
Example 1 Earle Latch 
The following program is the main part of the program which 
examines the influence of a time lag between two input signals CLOCK 
and CLOCKBAR on the output signal OUT in an Earle Latch. 
CLOCK __ -I Gl 
DATA 
OUT 
C L OC KB A R '--________ __ 
para 
? reach(DATA)*reach(CLOCK) : Gl :=nand2(DATA,CLOCK) 
? reach(DATA)*reach(OUT) : G2:=nand2(DATA,OUT) 
? reach(OUT) *reach(CLOCKBAR) 
: G3:=nand2(OUT,CLOCKBAR) 
? reach(Gl)*reach(G2)*reach(G3) 
: OUT:=nand3(Gl,G2,G3) 
endpara 
Where reach(SIGNAL) is a logical function which has value 'true' 
when one delay time of a gate is passed after a new value of SIGNAL 
is computed. 
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Example 2 JK-flip flop 
The program to simulate the signal propagation of the JK-flip 
flop is described as follows simply from the circuit diagram. 
QB 
r-------------------------------------------------------------~ 
J 
CLOCK 
K 
para 
? reach(J)*reach(CLOCK)*reach(QB) 
? reach(K)*reach(CLOCK)*reach(Q) 
? reach(IG1)*reach(MB) 
? reach(IG2)*reach(M) 
? reach(IG1)*reach(M) 
? reach(IG2)*reach(MB) 
? reach(TG1)*reach(QB) 
? reach(TG2)*reach(Q) 
endpara ; 
J.J"f-t--- Q 
QB 
IGl :=nand3(J ,CLOCK,QB) 
IG2:=nand3(K,CLOCK,Q ) 
M :=nand2(IG1,MB) 
MB :=nand2(IG2,M ) 
TGl :=nand2(IG1,M ) 
TG2:=nand2(IG2,MB) 
Q : =nand2 (TGl , QB) 
QB :=nand2(TG2,Q ) 
In general, the data-flow oriented programs may be classified in 
this type. But to describe these programs in calf, some special 
functions such as 'reach' are required to denote the activating 
condition depending on the problem. These function values should be 
evaluated on each processor allocated to the corresponding action. 
3 The type of creating and deleting parallel actions 
The algorithms of~his type start with one action and creat one 
or two parallel actions from an action. An action disappeares when 
it gets some results of processing. 
This type of algorithms is regarded at least in two cases. 
3.1 Partitioning into two parts 
One action on a set of objects is partitioned into two actions, 
each of which executes same processing on each subset of objects 
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divided into two parts. One action receives the returns from the 
sons, utilizes them in the further processing, and sends the return 
to the parent action of itself, then disappeares by itself. 
Whether an action is partitioned furhter is determined depending 
on the problem or the number of the actual processors. 
Example 3 Pattern matching in a string 
For a given string B of length LB, the procedure to find all 
appearences of B in a long text A of length LA could be executed by 
partitioning the text into two parts. 
seq 
1 LE LA 
A: ,1--...... 1 _____ --IIL.......L-I __ --IIL..JI 
B: 
takestring(A,LA) 
LE:=LA-LB+l ; 
search(l ,LE); 
I I I I 
1 LB 
takestring(B,LB) 
endseq ; 
act search(LOW,HIGH:integer); 
var J,M:integer; 
one 
? HIGH-LOW<=LB 
? HIGH-LOW> LB 
for J:=LOW to HIGH do match(J) 
M:=(LOW+HIGH) div 2 ; 
endone ; 
para 
? true 
? true 
end para ; 
search(LOW,M) ; 
search(M+l,HIGH) 
Here, the partitioning is continued while the length of a part 
of A is longer than LB. match(J) is the procedure to test whether 
the substring A[J .. J+LB-l] matches to the string B. 
This style of a program could be found in such kind of the 
programs as follows. 
summation(I*I) I=l .. N 
factorial (N) 
quicksort 
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Example 4 Square-sum 
seq 
read(LOW,HIGH) ; sqsum(SQ,LOW,HIGH) ; 
end seq ; 
act sqsum(var SS:integer; LOW,HIGH:integer); 
var Sl,S2,MM:integer; 
seq 
one 
? LOW =HIGH Sl:=LOW*LOW ; 52:=0; 
write(SQ) 
? LOW+l =HIGH 
? LOW+2<=HIGH 
51 :=LOW*LOW ; 52:=HIGH*HIGH 
MM:=(LOW+HIGH) div 2 ; 
endone ; 
S5:=Sl+52 
end seq 
para 
? true 
? true 
endpara ; 
sqsum(Sl,LOW,MM) ; 
sqsum(S2 ,MM+l ,HIGH) 
As shown in example 3 and 4, and Quick-sort program in [lJ, we 
can compactly represent this type of algorithms as a recursive 
procedure. Also we can represent them as a repetitive procedure of 
same style. 
Example 5 Quick-sort by parallel partition 
In the following program, put4(a,b,c,d) is the procedure to 
store four values at the end of a FIFO(first-in-first-out) queue, 
and get4(a,b,c,d) is the procedure to fetch four values from the 
head of the FIFO queue and to assign them to the variables a,b,c,d. 
L M 
act qsort(L,M:integer) ; 
var I,J:integer; (* L-->I , J<--M *) 
11 ,Jl ,12,J2:integer; 
seq 
LAST:=Q; NEXT:=l ; 
partition(L,M,I,J) ; (* find I, J *) 
put4(L,J,I,M); NEXT:=NEXT+1 
seq 
LAST:=LAST+1 
? LAST< NEXT 
? LAST>=NEXT : 
endseq ; 
get4(L,J,I,M) ; 
para 
? L<J 
? I(M 
endpara 
partition(L,J,Il,J1) ; 
put4(L,J1 ,11 ,J) ; NEXT:=NEXT+1 
partition(I,M,12,J2) ; 
put4(I,J2,12,M) ; NEXT:=NEXT+l 
end seq ; (* end of qsort *) 
act partition(L,M:integer; var I,J:integer); 
var MID,X:integer; 
seq 
I:=L; J:=M; MID:=(I+J) div 2 
seq 
para 
? AR[I]< X : 1:=1+1 ; 
? AR[J]> X : J : =J-l ; 
? AR[I],>=X and AR[J]<=X 
endpara ; 
? 1< J exchange(AR[I],AR[J]) 
X:=AR[MID] 
1:=1+1; J:=J-l; 
? 1,>= J 
? I >=J 
(* write current results *) ; 
end seq 
endseq; (* end of partition *) 
For each partitioning into two parts, a new processor is 
assigned to one of son actions, and another son action could be 
executed on the processor associated with the parent action. 
3.2 Testing in parallel 
We know such an algorithm that is composed of sequentially 
ordered actions, and depending on the results of an action it is 
determined whether the following sequence of actions is execu~ed 
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or not. The way of pipe-lining is not suitable to this case because 
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the flows may be cut depending on the results of some action and 
the length of the pipe depends on the size of input data (the type 
mentioned in next section). 
A typical problem to which this type of algorithm is applicable 
is to locate all the positions of a given string in a long text. 
Example 6 Pattern matching in a text by testing in parallel 
As in example 3 we are given two strings as follows. 
A[l .. LA] : a long text to be scaned 
B[l .. LB] : a pattern string to be found 
Each character A[J] (J=l .. LA) is fetched only once, and if A[J]= 
B[l], then at the next cycle A[J+l] is compared with B[l] and B[2] 
in parallel. In general, 
if A[J .. J+K-l]=B[l .. K] (l<=K<LB), 
then at the next cycle A[J+K] is compared with b[l] and also 
with B[K+l] in parallel. 
J LA 
A: I I ~----------~~~----~~----------------~ I I I 
seq 
takestring(A,LA) 
search(l,LA) ; 
B: 
I 
I 
B: 
1 : LB 
I I 
; 1 LB 
I I I I I 
takestring(B,LB) 
end seq ; 
act search(LOW,HIGH:integer); 
var J:integer; CH:char; 
seq 
HEADP:=ni1 LASTP:=nil 
for J:=LOW to HIGH do 
para 
? A[J]=B[l] : addposition(J) 
? LASTP<>nil: BEFORE:=nil ; CURRENT:=HEADP 
seq 
CH:=B[J+l-CURRENTt.position] 
one 
? FINDCASE movetoeqlist 
endpara 
end seq ; 
? EQCONTINU: BEFORE:=CURRENT ; 
CURRENT:=CURRENTt.NEXT 
? true 
endone ; 
? BEFORE=LASTP 
endseq ; 
deletefromlist ; 
def FINDCASE =J-CURRENTt.position LB 
EQCONTINU=(A[J]=CH) or (CH='*') 
HEADP 
-4 J, , I 
11 J 2 It-
position , next 
LASTP 
In this program we use a list of position J in the text A and 
two pointers HEADP, LASTP of the list. 
If A[J .. J+LB-l]=B[l .. LB] (FINDCASE), then the position J is 
deleted from the list and recorded as a result. If A[J+K]~B[K+l], 
then the position J of partial matching is deleted from the list. 
The don't care symbol 11*11 in the pattern B is considered to 
match with any single character. 
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This algorithm is fundamental one, and is adaptable to the 
pattern matching on a tree or a two dimentional array with a little 
modification. 
Example 7 Searching subtree pattern in a tree 
If we represent a tree structure in a one dimentional array as 
follows, we can utilize the algorithm in example 6 to find all the 
appearances of a given subtree B in a large tree A. 
i ) label each node of a tree with a pair of integers 
[
level , sonno ] 
depth from the root ordinal number of sons . 
ii) arrange the nodes in depth-first order (a parent to th left 
most son). The root is labelled (0,1), and an empty element 
labelled (0,2) is added at the end of a tree. 
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index 1 eve 1 sonno value index level sonno value 
A= 1 a 1 15 B= 1 a 1 1 5 
2 1 1 15 2 1 1 * 
3 2 1 21 3 2 1 21 
4 3 1 21 4 2 2 22 
5 3 2 22 5 1 2 * 
6 3 3 33 6 2 1 * 
7 2 2 22 7 a 2 
8 3 1 31 
9 3 2 32 
10 1 2 1 6 
11 2 1 21 
12 2 2 22 
13 1 3 15 
14 2 1 1 5 
1 5 3 1 21 
16 3 2 22 
17 2 2 1 6 
18 3 1 31 
19 3 2 32 
20 3 3 33 
21 a 2 
In comparing A[J+K] with B[K+l], 
if A[J+K].level-A[J].level = B[K+l].level 
and A[J+K].sonno = B[K+l].sonno, 
then they are regarded as the corresponding nodes. 
For given trees A and B as above, we get an answer 
match positions 2, 1 , 13. 
Example 8 Searching two dimentional array pattern 
In order to locate all the positions of a two dimentional 
pattern B[l .. LBI, 1 .. LBJ] in a large pattern A, we set a condition 
on a comparison. 
For a position (DI,DJ) such that A[DI,DJ]=B[l,l], 
if the position (I,J) satisfies the condition (I>=DI)and(J~=DJ), 
then the element A[I,J] is compared with B[I-DI+l,J-DJ+1J. 
But, if the position (I,J) is outside of the subarray 
A[DI .. DI+LBI-l ,OJ .. OJ+LBJ-1], 
then the test for the pattern at the position (DI,OJ) is not 
performed. 
And, simply, if (I>DI+LBI-1)and(J>DJ+LBJ-l), 
then the position (DI,DJ) is recorded as a result. 
To lessen the useless tests, we scan the array A as squarely as 
possible. 
We get three positions as results of locating the positions of 
3*3 pattern B in a 16*16 pattern A of Kanji r~~. 
• • • • • • • • • • 16 16 
A 
OOOOOOOOO~OOOOOO 
00000000#11111*0000 
OOOO##'OO,liOOOOO 
00000111#00##0#000 
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357 8 9 -.- -------- -------------00 iI.#iiii ~UUJ.1i ## 0 0 0 -
2 
4 
6 
---')Jo 1 - -7 - -j I I I 1 
- -r- --I 
I I 
I , 
- --1- --I 
I , 
I ,I 
- _, - -.I 
I : 
-
I I 
---'---..! 
000*##########00 
00000##.00**00#00 
00000#'00#1100000 
OOOOO#~OO#IiOOOOO 
__ ,_. _______ , ___ , , ___ , ______ OOOO##OOO*#OH#OO 
.......... 3 3 
0#############00 
000###'#1'#####00 
0000##000##00#00 
000*00000#'00000 
0000000000'00000 
OOOOOOOOOO'~OOOO 
,HfO 
NO~ 
••• MATCH POSITION,.. t, 7 _-
--
••• MATCH POSJTION,.. 6 
••• MAT C f:'L PO SJ TJ,P_~" " • _ 12 
11== 
11== 
We simulated the algorithm of testing in parallel in the calf 
program with a list-typed data containing pusition values as shown 
in example 6. It has two parallel actions, one of which tests with 
the first element of the pattern B and another tests with 
corresponding element to the position values in the list. Here, the 
load of the first action does not balance with the second one. For 
instance, following list of numbers shows the multiplicity of 
parallel actions and each frequency for the case of example 8. 
multiplicity-l 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
frequency 
31 
24 
14 
18 
1 3 
10 
4 
6 
mu1tiplicity-l 
9 
10 
11 
12 
18 
1 9 
20 
21 
frequency 
3 
4 
2 
On a real multi processor system, we could allocate one 
processor for each partially matching position. The processors 
would act as follows. 
main scanning processor: 
for J:=LOW to HIGH do 
? A[JJ=B[lJ : activate-action(J) 
activated processor for the starting position (D) : 
local K=l ; 
? FINDCASE movetoeqlist (D) 
? EQCONTINU K:=K+l; 
? true take-away-action 
The disappearence of the partially matching actions is at 
random, so some systematic scheme is required to allocate a 
processor to the newly activated action. 
4 The type of variable number of parallel actions 
This type of algorithms is the most general one in which the 
number of parallel actions is changeable depending on the number of 
input data, or depending on the previous results of processing. 
They are denoted, for example, 
in Occam [2J $i (l .. n) [action(i)J, 
in CSP [3] [X (i:l .. n) condition(i)-->action(i)], 
and have meanings such as 
para for i:=l to n do action(i) . 
The actions with each value of parameter are given to each one 
processor and are activated in parallel. When n is greater than the 
number K of real processors, fn/K1 actions are grouped and each 
processor serves for (n/K) actions at most. 
We simulated this type of algorithms in such a way that an unit 
with K parallel actions is prepared in calf and n actions are 
activated for n<=K. Where K is the maximum number of n changeable 
in the given problem. 
Example 9 The youngest common ancestor of several nodes in a tree 
This problem is the one to find the youngest common ancestor of 
the given n nodes in a tree A, and is an instance of algorithm 
which has variable number of parallel actions depending on the 
number of input data. The nodes are numbered 1 •• n for convenience 
and the i-th node is processed in the action i. 
For each node i the following actions are executed in parallel. 
1) find the level of the node i in the tree A. 
2) test whether any node is younger in generation than itself, 
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and if anyone is found then wait one cycle, else move one level 
up to the parent. 
3) bring itself to an end if any node of smaller number is same 
with itself. 
4) repeat actions 2 and 3 until the node 1 is alone. 
n. 
The actions 2) to 4) are shown in the following repetitive unit. 
seq 
para 
** 
? NOTANYYOUNGER(l) 
? NOTANYYOUNGER(i) 
node[l]:=A[node[l].parent] ; 
node[i]:=A[node[i].parent] ; 
small[i]:=i-l ; flag[i]:=true 
** 
endpara 
? count=' 
end seq ; 
seq 
? node[;]=node[small[;]] flag[;]:=false ; 
count: =count-l ; 
small[i]:=small[;]-l; ? flag[i]=true 
? (flag[i]=false) 
endseq ; 
or (small[i]=O) : 
Here, the part between two 1**1 is repeatedly expanded for i=2 .. 
Example 10 The shortest path searching from the start to the goal 
In finding all the shortest paths from the start S to the goal 
G in a network of routes, all possible intermediate paths are 
recorded in a tree structure. 
~rt 
parent -- pi~ 
~ t A 
chil d : 
: 
G 
parentlast 
\ level L 
/\ L+l 
: childlast 
1 
I 
I 
G 
The tests whether some branch could be extended to the child 
node are executed for all the nodes on one level in parallel. In 
the diagram, at level L, the nodes from parent to parentlast are 
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parallel test points. And for each parent node pi all the 
neighbouring nodes of pi are examined as a candidate of chile in 
parallel. To do this, lists of the neighbouring nodes of each node 
i are tabulated as the network information. 
MAP 
[ nOde-~umber number-of-neighbours 
Ki 
a-list-of-neighbours 
jl, j2, ... ,jK i 
seq 
para for pi:=parent to parentlast do levelsearch(pi) 
level :=level+l ; 
parent:=child parent1ast:=child1ast 
child :=parentlast+l ; 
? (level>N) or (any>O) 
endseq ; 
act levelsearch(pi:integer) (* a parent node *) 
seq 
i:=node[pi] 
ki:=AL[i] ; (* number of neighbours *) 
para for ci :=1 to ki do checkandset(MAP[i ,ci]) ; 
endseq ; 
act checkandset(son:integer); 
var-flag:boolean; 
seq 
flag:=(son is not equal with any ancestors) ; 
? flag=true : childlast:=childlast+l (* add to tree *) 
node[childlast]:=son; (* candidate *) 
? son=Goal 
end seq ; 
pindex[childlast]:=pi; 
any: =a ny+ 1 ; 
(* parent-index *) 
(* a path found *) 
In this program the number of parallel actions at level L is the 
number of nodes from parent to parentlast, which were generated at 
the previous level L-l. 
In order to implement this type of algorithms adaptationally, 
some suitable policies for the following two points are required to 
the programming language and its processing system. 
i ) denote the action with a parameter i (i=lowervalue to upper-
value) in a source program, and 
ii) expand the actions for each value i, and allocate processors to 
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each action at the running time. 
5 Combination of types 
We classified the parallel algorithms into three types, but an 
algorithm may include some parts of different type. The generality 
of each type is increasing in the order of 
type 1 c type 2 c type 3. 
So an algorithm which includes two parts of type i and type j is 
regarded as type of max(i,j). 
Some other algorithm may include a part of type i in which a 
part of type j (i<j) is included in nest. It is regarded as type 
from the viewpoint of program structure, but as type j (i<j) from 
the viewpoint of processor allocation. 
For instance, when we attempt to search all the shortest paths 
from both sides of the start S and the goal G, the algorithm is 
constructed in two parallel actions as follows. 
seq para (* of type 1 *) 
? true: (* search from the start side as example 10. 
para for si:=sparent to sparentlast do 
leve1search(si) ; 
slevel:=sleve1+1 ; and so on. type 3 *) 
? true 
end para ; 
(* search from the goal side as example 10. 
para for gi:=gparent to gpa1ent1ast do 
1eve1search(gi) 
gleve1:=gleve1+1 ; and so on. type 3 *) 
? (slevel+glevel>N) or (any>O) : 
endseq ; 
Where the counter variable lanyl is incremented by one if one 
same node is reached from both sides. 
S ,".' .. ~ ~~...... G 
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Example 11 Comparison of one-way and two-way searches 
We simulated the one-way search and two-way search of the 
shortest paths for the following map. In this case the shortest 
path means the route from the start country to the goal country 
acrossing the minimum number of frontiers. 
from 
"Computer Science", 
by Forsythe. 
The numbers of test operations for each case is shown in the 
table. 
one-way two-way 
level so 1 . sonc checkc so 1 . sane checkc 
2 1 6 6 lw 12 60 
3 2 17 53 2 8 32 
4 1 12 32 1w 31 226 
4 3 99 1 ,282 3w 59 940 
5 3 109 1 ,264 3 38 428 
6 9 253 4,597 9w 145 3,607 
8 9 224 3,826 9w 112 2,170 
9 18 278 5,410 18 87 1 ,573 
Here, level is the number of nodes from the start S to the ~oal 
G (including them), sol is the number of the shortest paths, sonc 
is total number of the candidates of son, and checkc is total 
number of tests whether a candidate could be a proper node of some 
shortest path and whether the goal is attained or not yet. For the 
cases in which level is even number, each path is found twice. 
Usually, when two processors co-operate on a job, each one 
takes over about half portion of the job. But we can recognize 
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from the table that the share of each processor may be less than a 
half. 
Example 12 The problem of crossing a river by a boat 
We could apply the above algorithm to the popular problem in 
Artificial Intelligence. This problem is generalized as follows. 
X missionarys and Y servants want to cross a river by a boat 
with a number of limit N. 
on the start side S and on the goal side G, and on the boat, 
Xi=O or Xi>=Y i (i is start, goal, boat). 
If we represent the intermediate state of crossing as 
[
no. of persons no. of persons position of no. of persons 1 
arriving at on the start side the boat on the goal side 
XB, VB, XS, YS, S/G XG, YG , 
then we can reduce this problem to the shortest path problem with 
start 5 (0, 0, X, Y, 5, 0, ° 
goal G: ( 0, 0, 0, 0, G, X, Y ). 
For one-way and two-way searching of solutions, we can get the 
similar result as example 11 in respect of the number of test 
operations. 
one-way two-way 
X Y N 1 eve 1 so 1 . sonc checkc sonc checkc 
2 1 2 4 3 33 46 42 85 
2 2 2 6 4 53 113 58 134 
*3 3 2 12 4 97 338 98 332 
4 3 2 12 25 353 6,014 186 1 ,471 
4 4 3 1O 32 624 6,844 352 2,076 
4 4 4 6 28 683 5,351 398 2,518 
4 4 2 a 73 128 146 548 
3 4 2 
° 
246 674 ( 114 311 ) 
Here, the last two cases have no solutions, and numbers in these 
cases are the number of test operations till knowing no solution. 
6 Conclusion 
We classified parallel algorithms into three types from the 
viewpoint of composition of parallel actions. They are 
type 1 of fixed number of parallel actions, 
type 2 : of creating and deleting one or two parallel actions, 
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and, as the most general case, 
type 3 : of variable number of parallel actions. 
We exhibit some instances of each type and through them we could 
say in conclusion that the following two requirements should be 
satisfied in some adequate manner in order to denote various types 
of parallel algorithms and to implement them effectively. 
1) for programming language, denoting the variable number of 
parallel actions in compact manner with some parameters such as 
para for i:=low to high do action(i) ; 
2) for language processing system, generating the action program 
with each value of parameters and allocating processor to each 
action at the running time. 
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